Terms and conditions

1. The City of Regina and the Regina Regional Opportunities Commission (RROC) are
hereby referred to as “Organizers”, of the “Morph my City Challenge (MMCC)
hereby referred to as “Competition”.

Eligibility of Entry
2. Employees of Organizers of the Competition and their families are not eligible to
enter, nor shall any member of the same household (including, but not limited to,
aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents etc).
3. Only one entry per person is permitted. Repeat entries from multiple accounts shall be
disregarded.
4. The closing date is 27st May 2012 at 11.59pm, Pacific Standard Time.

Participation in the Competition
5. Organizers will not be liable for any damage, loss or disappointment suffered by any
person taking part or not being able to take part in the competition.
6. Entrants may be required to take part in or co-operate with publicity for promotion on
websites, newspapers, magazines and other forms of media, and by accepting these
Terms and Conditions agree to do so.

Communication
7. Communications with entrants will be by email, to the address provided by said
entrant on the entry form. The Organizers are not responsible for the reliability, or
otherwise, of email, and no corruption of, defect in, or failure or delay in the delivery
of, any email communication from the Organizers will entitle an entrant to an
extension of any deadline or timeframe or otherwise entitle an entrant to make any
form of claim.
8. The winner shall be chosen by judges from all eligible entries according to the rules /
problem statement of the Competition.

Finality of Decision
9. The judges' decisions are final and binding on all entrants, and no correspondence
shall be entered into. No responsibility is accepted for inaccurate prize details
supplied by parties other than the Organisers.

10. To ensure the quality and fairness of the competition, entrants may be required to
prove all criteria specified under the rules and conditions of the competition are
fulfilled, including documentation relating to eligibility of their business, patent status
and any other relevant information.

Confidentiality and Intellectual Property
11.

The Competition is designed to provide entrants with an opportunity to present their
ideas and innovations through the competition. Intellectual property will not be
transferred by reason of entry to the Competition, and will remain with its owner.
However, whilst it is anticipated that professional norms will prevail throughout the
competition, entrants and their businesses, companies and firms enter the Competition
entirely at their own risk. Opportunities to network effectively, and market one's
business ideas to judges, partners and investors, will require that entrants are able to
talk relatively freely about their business and the technology it employs. The
Organizers are committed to maintaining confidentiality. It is standard practice for the
Organizers and judges not to sign a confidentiality agreement in situations such as
this. However the judges are committed to maintaining the highest ethical standards
when reviewing plans.

12. Entrants agree to keep confidential any business information about the Organizers
which was obtained from their involvement in the competition.

Changes to Terms and Conditions and Awards
13. The Organisers reserve the right to amend these terms and conditions, change the
awards on offer, or revise the timeframes for or cancel the competition, at any time.
Entrants will be notified of any such changes by email to the address of which they
have notified the Organisers, but will be bound by the changes from the time they take
effect, whether or not such notification is actually received. The sponsors of the grant
awards may specify conditions for what activities the funds may be used by the
winning company (i.e. research and development).
14. In the event that organizers wish to hold a final judging event which requires the
physical attendance of the entrant, the organizers reserve the right to withdraw that
entry if they are unable to attend the venue.
15. Entry in the competition implies acceptance of these rules.

